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Venerable Pius XII: A Man of Peace
If the world hates you, realize that it hated
Me first… Remember the word I spoke to
you, ‘No servant is greater than his
master.’ If they persecuted me, they will
also persecute you. – John 15: 18-20

R

ight before Christmas this past year,
December 19th, 2009, Pope Benedict
XVI gave the world cause to rejoice as he
declared two of his predecessors, Pope Pius
XII and Pope John Paul II, as “venerable,”
the first of three steps in being canonized a
saint. This announcement comes with great
joy, especially during this Year for Priests, as
two priests who were elevated to the
papacy during their lifetime are now being
elevated to the heavenly choir of sanctity.
Because both are popes of our modern age,
many of the faithful remember them as a
part of their own lives. Not only does our
present Holy Father remember Pius XII
(Joseph Ratzinger was a boy when Pius was
elected Pope), but he was very close to John
Paul II throughout his pontificate. Both of
these recently venerated popes did much to
combat evil in the world and defend the
dignity of the human person, not only within
the Catholic Church but also throughout the
world. For most of us, John Paul II is still
vivid in our memories and remains a part of
our lives and our Catholic identity, especially
as the pope who traveled and wrote and
smiled and taught us all about love and life
and, in the end, about suffering and the
cross.
Pope Pius XII is remembered a bit differently
in recent times because of the misrepresentation by some of how he responded to the
atrocities being committed by the Nazis
under Hitler. A dark cloud has seemed to
hang over Pius XII’s pontificate for the last
half-century, largely because of a scathing
drama called The Deputy, which was
produced shortly after he died, portraying
the saintly Pius XII as a hypocrite who did
not view the plight of the Jews with a sense
of urgency and who failed to show any real
courage against Hitler. Many of those who

Venerable Pius XII

have consistently disparaged Pius XII’s
reputation have remained indifferent to
increasingly clear evidence witnessing to
his unceasing efforts—though he kept his
work hidden to protect the families he
helped, as well as those who aided them—
to save thousands of lives.
One has to wonder if it was Pius XII’s heroic
charity and great sanctity that made him a
target of contempt so soon after his death
in October of 1958. The drama, The
Deputy, appeared in Germany in 1962 and
began to be translated into other languages and produced in other countries
almost immediately. In any case, his
successor, the ‘new’ Holy Father Pope John
the XXIII referred to him in his first Christmas message in 1959 as a “Great Doctor,
Light of the Holy Church, and Lover of the
Divine Law.”
As Jesus tells us, “Wisdom is vindicated by
her works.” And this has certainly proven
to be the case with Pius XII, for whom there
is such extensive documentation from the
years of World War II and his efforts on
behalf of not only Catholics, but especially

the Jews—and, in fact, all victims of the
atrocities being committed against humanity. One has only to do a little objective
research to understand how diligently this
Holy Pope worked for the cause of peace
without rest or regard to cost, and how he
untiringly worked to assist in every way
possible the victims of Nazism. As history
has already begun to show, especially
through the personal testimony of people
who were the direct and indirect recipients
of Pius XII’s courageous efforts, this pope
probably did more to save Jewish victims
than any other individual person, army, or
country. It is now estimated that Pope Pius
XII was instrumental in saving some
860,000 lives by arranging, or helping to
arrange, the safe escape of people and
families that were consigned to hard labor
camps or marked for extermination.
Although Pius XII worked secretly and quietly
to save the lives of a great many people who
would otherwise had died, he did so without
fear of retaliation or without the intimidation
that silenced so many other people and institutions during those awful years. There are
more than a few witnesses whose testimonies we have concerning Pius XII’s bravery in
the face of one of the most feared rulers of
the 20th century.
In the December 23, 1940, issue of Time
magazine, Albert Einstein (described as an
agnostic German scientist of Jewish heritage)
gave this testimony about the Catholic
Church’s response to Hitler’s perversions of
the truth and his reign of tyranny: “Being a
lover of freedom, when the revolution came
in Germany, I looked to the universities to
defend it, knowing that they had always
boasted of their devotion to the cause of
truth; but, no, the universities immediately
were silenced. Then I looked to the great
editors of the newspapers whose flaming
editorials in days gone by had proclaimed
their love of freedom; but they, like the
universities, were silenced in a few short
weeks. . . . Only the Church [under Pope Pius

XII] stood squarely across the path of Hitler’s campaign for suppressing truth. I never had any special
interest in the Church before, but now I feel a great
affection and admiration because the Church alone
has had the courage and persistence to stand for
intellectual truth and moral freedom. I am forced
thus to confess that what I once despised I now
praise unreservedly” (p. 38).
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There is a Jewish man by the name of Gary Krupp,
who has served for years helping Casa Sollievo della
Sofferenza, the hospital founded and built by St. Padre Pio of Pietrelcina. With his wife Meredith, Gary
Krupp organized Pave the Way Foundation for
research on the holocaust. When asked to comment
on the beatification process that has been opened for
Pius XII, he said this: “I would not comment on a
Catholic procedure such as beatification. This is not
my business. However, I believe that Pope Pius XII
should be recognized by the Jewish people as rightVenerable Pius XII
eous Among Nations at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem.
Through Pave the Way Foundation’s research of documented proof, we discovered that secretly
he saved more Jews than all of the world religious and political leaders combined. He did this
anonymously. No one knew that he acted to save them. In Judaism this is the highest form of
charity according to our tradition.”
The New York Times editorial on December 25th, 1942, told of Pius XII’s singular courage on a
continent where other nations and leaders fell silent before the death Hitler promised to
anyone who would dare to defy his rule. The Times wrote of Pope Pius: “This Christmas more
than ever he is a lonely voice crying out of the silence of a continent…. Pope Pius expresses as
passionately as any leader on our side the war aims of the struggle for freedom when he says
that those who aim at building a new world must fight for free choice of government and
religious order. They must refuse that the state should make of individuals a herd of which the
state disposes as if they were lifeless things.”
One of the main lessons we can learn from the life of Venerable Pius XII is that the truth has
power on its own. And that Truth is a person and that person is Jesus Christ. The opinions and
whims of the world, their likes and dislikes, their approval or disproval do not change truth and
reality. We have one judge who sees clearly the working of the human heart, who knows the
intentions of our actions and who weighs them and their value in eternity. In the end, it does
not matter what the world thinks of Pope Pius XII. Instead, what matters is that the Vicar (and
voice) of Christ on earth has proclaimed Pius venerable, which means there is sufficient cause to
believe that this Servant of God will soon be
proclaimed as among the elect of Heaven, no
matter how the world sees him.
Like Pius XII and others of the War generation,
we too, especially those involved in defending
the absolute right to life from natural conception
to natural death, are often misjudged and labeled by society, but this should not deter us in
any way. In fact, it should strengthen us to know
that the Kingdom of Jesus is not of this world at
all; rather, it’s our Heavenly Home and, therefore, our guiding light in all we do in our daily
life. Let us always live so that we can truly pray
at the end of each day: “let the work we have
done today bear fruit in eternal life.”
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Venerable Pius XII pray for us!
John Paul II, the other pope that Pope Benedict XVI
declared venerable last December.

Venerable John Paul II pray for us!

Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home

The Lord Provides
One of the most vital roles in the work of Saint Gianna’s is our housemothers. As a
mother is the heart of the home, so too our housemothers fulfill the role of mother in this
pro-life apostolate. Finding young women who are able to make the sacrifices required,
beginning with their moving to Warsaw and their willingness to ‘live their job’ day in and day
out, has not been easy. But throughout the years, God has provided wonderful women to
help provide our mothers and their children with the love, care and example they deserve.
At present we are very blessed with three housemothers. Ashley Bezdicek from southern
Minnesota has been with us for a little more than a year and has brought many gifts with her
to share with our women. She will remain with us only until May because she is getting married. She and her fiancé Rilie have given a beautiful example of courtship and engagement
to our ladies. We will include pictures from their wedding in our next newsletter. We have
also been fortunate to have Shirley Plaag with us since last September; she is from Peoria,
Illinois, and is a recent graduate from Franciscan University. Her many gifts have blessed all
of us here. Last but not least, our head housemother is Dena Maciborski. Dena has indeed
been a great asset to us, not only because of her smile and dedication, but also because of
her stability. She has been with us for 2 1/2 years, which is a blessing not only to me and the
work here, but also to each resident with whom she has developed a warm and trusting
relationship. 

Dena holding Godson, Dominic

“From the time I put on my first pro-life t-shirt as a child and walked in my hometown’s Fourth of July parade, to the time as a college
graduate when I walked across the country with Crossroads Pro-Life Walk, my life has been one of on-and-off pro-life activism. I say “on and
off”, because though I had always been pro-life, I felt that there was more I could do—and maybe should do—than just the occasional walk,
march or praying outside an abortion mill. God placed in my heart a desire to do more in the pro-life movement and I spent many years in the
desert (literally and figuratively) searching.
Tucson, Arizona—the desert—is where I moved after graduating from college. I moved out west with high aspirations, only to end up
working in retail for almost six seemingly unfulfilling years. After my father’s death, I moved back to my home state of Michigan, where I turned
to St. Joseph with my intentions of finding pro-life employment. After several months of praying and searching online, I found Saint Gianna’s
Maternity Home on Catholicjobs.com. I wrote my letter of intent and sent my resume to the director, Mary Pat. Mary Pat responded to my
letter and resume the very same day. After a visit to the home and an interview, I was offered and accepted the position of housemother.
Here it is, two-and-a-half years later, and I have experienced time and time again, through the joys, sorrows and struggles, God’s great
love for the many women and children who have come and continue to come to St. Gianna’s. I am blessed to be a part of this apostolate. I have
been asked several times by my siblings and various other people how long I will stay here; I can only respond by saying, “Until God directs me
elsewhere.” I pray that, despite my own failings and shortcomings, God will always work through me to touch the mothers and children that
come to St. Gianna’s; and that the residents of St. Gianna’s, when they move out, will leave with a better understanding of Christ, His love for
them and a heightened awareness of their own dignity.” - Dena Maciborski

Radiating Christ
Dear Jesus, help me to spread Your fragrance everywhere I go.
Flood my soul with Your spirit and life.
Penetrate and possess my whole being so utterly
that all my life may only be a radiance of Yours.
Shine through me and be so in me
that every soul I come in contact with may feel Your presence in my soul.
Let them look up and see no longer me but only Jesus!
Stay with me and then I shall begin to shine as You shine,
so to shine as to be a light to others;
the light, O Jesus, will be all from You;
none of it will be mine:
it will be You shining on others through me.
Let me thus praise You in the way You love best:
by shining on those around me.
Let me preach You without preaching, not by words, but by my example,
by the catching force,
the sympathetic influence of what I do,
the evident fullness of the love my heart bears to You. Amen.
Radiating Christ by John Henry Cardinal Newman - a prayer that the Missionaries of Charity say each day before beginning their day’s work.
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January 22, 2010
The 37th anniversary of the tragic Supreme Court Decision Roe vs. Wade
Over 50,000,000 babies have been legally killed
This past January marked the 37th tragic anniversary
of the infamous Roe vs. Wade Supreme Court
decision that legalized abortion in this country and
enabled us to legally kill an estimated 50,000,000
preborn babies. This year, for the first time, I was
able to be a part of the March for Life, a national
rally of at least 300,000 participants from all over
the country, who walked in the cold from The Mall
in Washington D.C. to the steps of the Supreme
Court where the tragic decision was made which
legalizes the murder of the unborn in our nation.
My traveling companion was Colleen Samson, the
president of our board and also the leader of the 40
Days for Life campaign in our state. A woman who
has for years made sacrifices and prayed for life,
Colleen is an example to me of a true disciple of
Carissa and Kate pictured with Sister Maria Mater Compassionis awaiting the March
Jesus Christ. She is an inspiration to all who know
for Life in Washington D.C., our nation’s capitol in the background.
her. With us were two of our residents, women who
have lived with us for over a year and have themselves been faced with tough decisions, but who both chose life for their
unborn babies, even though the situations and circumstances they faced might have made many others in their position
choose abortion instead.
Being there with nearly a third of a million people who shared the same convictions
about life and our need to defend it in our nation gave a sense of strength to this
important cause on behalf of the youngest and most defenseless in our society. What
a powerful experience it was to be a part of a crowd so large (blocks and blocks and
blocks filled with masses of people) speaking up, voicing to the government and to the
world that it is not okay that we cannot continue killing our children - and mocking our
Lord – WHO came that “WE MIGHT HAVE LIFE AND HAVE IT TO THE FULL”. And so it
was a bittersweet day—sweet in that it brought together so many people with the
same mind and heart for our Lord and for Life, but bitter because of the evil we have
allowed to become commonplace in this great country of ours. There are too many
people who have accepted this grave immorality as a part of our society, but we must
remind ourselves that we can never accept evil for good and expect our land to be
blessed. It makes one shudder when you figure out that the number of people in
that vast crowd marching on the mall on January 22nd – 300,000—is the number of
people we will legally kill by abortion in just the next 3 months – God have mercy on
us!

Garrett Boyer, seminarian for the
Diocese of Fargo processes with more
than 400 other seminarians before the
Vigil Mass at the Basilica of the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception.
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During our time in Washington we had a few other opportunities that were truly gifts
from God. We were able to attend the Vigil Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception on the eve of the march on Washington. The Shrine is a
truly magnificent Church, and the liturgy was truly “other worldly.” The procession of
the seminarians, deacons, priests, bishops, archbishops and cardinals was especially
moving during this Year for Priests – to be able to see so many men who have given
their lives to the Lord in service of His Church and in service of Life. It was announced
that over 400 seminarians alone were present at the Mass. The procession as the Mass
started must have lasted at least half an hour and seemed to give us a glimpse of the
Heavenly banquet.
Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home

“What Have You Done?”
“The Voice of Your Brother’s Blood Cries to Me from the Ground.” ~Genesis 4:10

Another treasure of our trip was the fact that we were able to spend most of the day on
the 22nd with Sister Maria Mater Compassionis. Sister Compassionis (formerly Maria
Schmitz) served us here at Saint Gianna’s for one year before joining the Servants of the
Lord and the Virgin of Matara. This order, founded in 1988 in Argentina by Father Carlos
Miguel Buela, is a religious institute dedicated to prolonging the Incarnation of Jesus
Christ through the evangelization of culture. Maria first learned of this order through the
work of Saint Gianna’s. Some years ago when we were able to visit Saint Gianna’s family
in Italy, we met there one of the sisters of this order. Because of their connections with
the work of Saint Gianna, the Molla family sent two of the sisters to represent their family
at our grand opening Mass and celebration here in Warsaw. So we were indeed blessed
to be able to see Sister Compassionis once again, as well as to meet many of the other
sisters, priests, and seminarians from their order who participated in the march.
One of the most profound and convicting parts of the trip to Washington was our visit to the Holocaust Memorial
Museum. I had always wanted to visit this museum but really had not thought a lot about the intense connection between
the two (Nazi Germany’s holocaust against humanity, and the holocaust of abortion). When we first entered the museum
we were told to spit out any gum we had and turn off our cell phones. We were told: it is more than a museum; it is a memorial. And indeed it was. We were able to spend only four hours there, which might have been a blessing, because it was
hard to endure even four hours of witnessing to the Holocaust and trying to comprehend how the human person is capable
of such evil against himself. At one point in the memorial we were able to sit in an open space and read reports written by
prisoners who, as survivors of the Holocaust, told about the horrors they endured in the concentration camps. As we read
their accounts, we could hear the voices of these same people reading aloud. It was difficult to stay in that space for long.
From there we went to a display that showed pictures with descriptions of
some of the “medical experiments” that were done on the Jewish people.
The display described things that even now, are hard for me to put into
words—terrible tortures, such as submerging children in ice cold water to
test how much they could endure before death. These experiments were
performed to develop better jackets and temperature-resistant materials for
German pilots. The display also showed pictures of a German “doctor” who
requested 86 prisoners because he wanted to do research on human limbs.
There was a photograph of this “doctor” standing next to piles of arms and
legs. I felt so sick that I thought I might pass out – it was too much – so I sat
down on the floor for a few minutes to get my breath back. And as I sat
there, I thought of this happening right in front of me each week as I stand
at the Fargo Abortion Facility most Wednesdays to pray and be a witness to
all mothers of hope. It’s a horrible image in our imagination, but we need to
confront ourselves with the reality of what is going on in these places. We
know, for example, that with every D and C abortion (in which a tiny baby is
cut out of his or her mother’s womb), it is someone’s job to make sure the
“doctor” removes each hand and foot these tiny dismembered bodies—to
prevent infection inside the mother. Seeing those images in the Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, I felt all of a sudden as if I had somehow
become complacent to the holocaust taking place right now in our nation
and every week in Fargo. It was as if everything in me told me that I have
not done enough! I would venture to say that there are many reading this –
good people - who would have to say the same. We must ask ourselves, all
of us:

What are we doing for those who have no voice?
Lent - 2010
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Litany of Saint Gianna Beretta Molla
Lord, have mercy. Lord, have mercy.
Christ, have mercy. Christ, have mercy.
Lord, have mercy. Lord, have mercy.
Christ, hear us. Christ, graciously hear us
Response: Have mercy on us
God the Father in Heaven.
God the Son, Redeemer of the world.
God the Holy Spirit.
Holy Trinity, one God.
Response: Pray for us
Holy Mary.
St. Joseph.
St. Michael the Archangel.
St. Gianna, filled with love for God.
St. Gianna, filled with love for children.
St. Gianna, filled with love for Our Lady and her Rosary.
St. Gianna, filled with love for the Most Blessed Sacrament.
St. Gianna, who sought the will of God in all things.
St. Gianna, generous with those in need.
St. Gianna, devoted to prayer.
St. Gianna, willing to lay down your life for the sake of the gospel.
St. Gianna, patient in suffering.
St. Gianna, united to Jesus on the Cross.
St. Gianna, called to the vocation of marriage.
St. Gianna, who welcomed children as a blessing.
St. Gianna, physician to the ill.
St. Gianna, faithful daughter of the church.
St. Gianna, witness to the sanctity of human life.
Response: Deliver us Lord through the
intercession of St. Gianna
From neglecting God through prayer.
From refusing to see God in the sick and poor.
From callousness to the sufferings of others.
From selfishness.
From a lack of trust in God’s providence.
From blindness to the dignity of the human person.
From denial that human life begins at conception.
Lamb of God, You take away the sins of the world,
Spare us, O Lord.
Lamb of God, You take away the sins of the world,
Graciously hear us, O Lord.
Lamb of God, You take away the sins of the world,
Have mercy on us.

Saint Gianna, our lovely patroness, whose feast day is April 28th.

Wish List
For forty days, the example of Jesus in the desert fasting
and praying is imitated. The three traditional forms of
penance practiced especially during Lent are prayer, fasting and almsgiving. Your 2010 Lenten sacrifices can
impact the lives of unborn babies and mothers who are
vulnerable to abortion. Please consider us in your prayer
and almsgiving resolution this Lenten Season.
*Monthly Donors
*Postage Stamps
*Paper Products (toilet paper, paper towels,
paper plates, tissue, etc.)
*Sponsor for new refrigerator
*Gift cards for mothers to buy personal items

Let us pray.
Lord of life, we thank You for the heroic witness of Saint Gianna
Beretta Molla. You have taught us that there is no greater love than
to lay down one’s life for others. Saint Gianna did this, not only as
she gave birth to her last child, but also in her everyday life as she
died to herself so that she could live wholly for You. What selflessness we see in her! Help us, we pray, that through the intercession
of Saint Gianna, our society may regain a sense of the sacredness of
all human life. Fill us with her spirit of courage to suffer any struggle
rather than deny You and the sanctity of human life. We ask You
this through our Lord, Jesus Christ, your son, who lives and reigns
with You and the Holy Spirit, one God, forever and ever. Amen.
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In loving memory of...

You and your
intentions will be

+FRANK BOROWICZ, SHIRLEY DVORAK, BETH GONITZKE, HOWARD SCHULTZ
by Irene Schanilec

remembered in the

+BOB BOSCH, HELEN BRYNTESON, DORIS SPOKELY, EDWARD WERLE by
Roy & Renee LaFramboise

Holy Sacrifice

+BETTY BROUILLET by Don & Pat Brouillard

of the Mass

+RAY CAMPBELL by Dan & Delores Burianek

offered each first

+BOYD CHRISTENSEN, MARLENE DAUL, A.G. HUTCHINSON by Maurice & Joy
McCormick
+LAWRENCE DUSEK by Doloria Dusek, Irene Schanilec
+ERNEST EBERT by Alfred & Barbara Langer, Mike & Rae Ann McGurran
+WILL & KAREN GAPP, TOM & EILEEN HEGG, RANDY & RAYEE LYONS, VERON &
VI LYONS, BETH MATHIS, CAL & KATHY MEYER, TOM & CARMEN RENTZIO
by Gene & Coralee Meyer
+ROBERT GAMADES by Michael Steidl
+SCOTT GOURDE, JOSEPH GRZADZIELEWSKI JR., SARAH WOSICK by John & Alice
Sevigny
+CONRAD GONSOROWSKI by Rose Przybylski
+BRYAN GRABANSKI by Shannon O’Connor

Venerable Pius XII offering Mass

Saturday of the month.

In celebration of...
Our 50th wedding anniversary by Al & Judy Dosch
The 45th wedding anniversary of Frederick & Patricia Jahner by Mary Pat Jahner
Clinton Hoggarth’s birthday by Clinton & Angela Hoggarth
Father William McDermott by Alfreda Sauer
Hannah Koch & Emelia Koch birthdays by Kevin & Lisa Koch
Grandson Maxwell’s first birthday by Rod & Joan Schanilec

+REV. JOHN GREANEY, WESLEY MCKENZIE, PATTY QUARRY by Jill Quarry
+THERESA HART by Kenny & Evelyn Kilichowski
+SYLVIA JENSEN by Norris & Arlene Thune

In honor of...

CCD teacher, Bethany Plutowski by Sara Czapiewski
CCD teachers, Jennifer Gerszewski & Robbyne Sands by Jamie Czapiewski
+FLORIAN KOSMATKA by Mike & Rae Ann McGurran
CCD teacher, Father John Kleinschmidt by Leann Czapiewski
+JOHN L. KROPP by Lawrence & Darlene Kropp
Pete & Mary Ellen Naaden by Gary & Nita Anderson
Rev. William McDermott & all Priests of Fargo Diocese by Aelred & Doreen Dettler
+RHODA LEWIS, JUNE STARRY, BETTY THIES by Paul & Barb Loegering
+ANGELA LYNNE, GORDON & DOROTHY LYNNE, VERN WAVRA by Kevin & Lisa Koch Everybody at the Gianna Home by Kathy Gudajtes
Dan Kenna & Bev Schons by Chris & Julie Kaspari
+EDDY MASLOCKI by Laurence & Jean Charbonneau
Taryne Elizabeth Dostal by Mike & Lillian Kuznia
+JEROME MAUER by Al & Connie Brandt
Father Terry Dodge by Sherry Rekken
+MONICA MILLER, JOHN SZYMANSKI by Eric & Barbara Miller
Aelred & Doreen Dettler, Dennis & Joni Flaten by James & Mary Beth Sexton
Jeannine Vanderpol by Wesley & Tobi Ann Andrews
+LYLE MONDRY, JOHNNY RUDNIK, RAYMOND RUDNIK by Mary Mondry
Gail Martinson by Gwen Horter
+MAXINE NELSON by Duane & Doris Liffrig
Chris & Chuck Rognsvoej by Hank & Jen Poncelet
+MSGR. ALLAN NILLES by Pat & Brenda Nistler
Phyllis Cowger by Teri Cowger
+HENNING OLSON by Richard & Rae Ann Lynne
Lisa Sobolik by Denise Sobolik
+ANN OSOWSKI by Don & Susan Barclay, Rod & Joan Schanilec
Our children, Isaac, Lilah, Ashlee, Micah by Dave & Kari Zavoral
Al & Barb Langer by Tom & Stacey Langer
+DEBBIE OSOWSKI by Lois Ososki, Rose Przybylski
Melany Kuznia by Mike & Lillian Kuznia
+JOHN & JOHANNA PASCHKE, LEO & HELEN PLUTOWSKI by Robert & Dorothy
Godparents, Brian & Mary Schuster from Jack Miller
Plutowski
Godparents, John & Dawn Miller from Max Miller
+JOHN H. PUHR by Michael Steidl
Godparents, Tony & Vicky Gudajtes from Grace Miller
+LEANDER RICHTER by Rosella Richter
Godparents, Lee & Heidi Gudajtes from Julia Miller
+KATHERINE ROHRICH by Brenda Rohrich
Frank & Mary Knier by Maurice & Joy McCormick
Friends: Tom & Mary Kay Kempf, Cray & Jean Eppler, John & Cindy Naughton,
+MARY ANN RUHLAND by Nicholas & Florence Ruhland
Jack & Doreen Kennelly, Bruce & Vicki Larson by Doug & Debbie Henke
+CARLA SOLARSKI by Janie Solarski
Wyatt & Jane Nieland Family by Deacon Geary McCleery, Elaine & Roger Nieland,
+JUNE STARRY by Dorothy Huck
Terry & Lynn Nieland, Watt & Jane Nieland, Jacob, Matt Nieland
+JACQUE SCHWABVEER by Kevin & Brenda Regan
John & Jean Kraft and their love of children by Scott & Kelli Schneider
+RICKY SWANSON by Mike & Lillian Swanson
+MRS. OLUS STONE, NANCY CHRISTMAN, EUGENE DERNBACH, CLIFF STONE,
BILL & KAREN BARLS, CHRIS STONE by Rev. Bob Stone
Our children and grandchildren by Bob & Donna Harvey
+JOSEPH WALD by Terry & Candy Lien
All who prayed for Michael Sayler after his accident by Roger & Mary Sayler
+SHEILA WALTERS by Mike & Rae Ann McGurran
Prayers answered by Dale & Theresa Telle
+LINDA L. WYSOCKI by Brian & Mary Schuster
Friendships of Paula Patera & Diane Huck by Kevin & Lisa Koch
The priesthood by Alfreda Sauer
All priests, especially those who are dedicated to the pro-life movement.
For Joy McCartel by Jay & Joanne Carlson
By Brian Beaton
The Year for Priests is not for priests alone - it is also an opportunity for
For Brandon & Nissa Kvidt by Candonn & Cheryl Granger
For the Wocken Family, Michelle Nett, Pat & Gail O’Neil by Robert & Marilyn Wocken
the lay faithful to deepen their own spiritual lives through a renewed
For health of Father David Przedwiecki
appreciation for the ministerial priesthood and a dedication to pray for
For Tierany Hain, Joe Kalis by Jill Quarry
For Joseph Blaszak & family, Maciborski family by Mary Maciborski
priests who bring to the faithful the sacraments of our salvation.
+FRANK KAPPEL, ALICE KELLY, IRVING, ED & WILFRED by Doug & Debbie Henke

In thanksgiving for...

Special intentions or Prayers...
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“No duty is more urgent than returning thanks.” ~Saint Ambrose
We wish to express our heartfelt
gratitude to the students in Mrs.
Eppler's First Grade Class, at Nativity
in Fargo (pictured to the left) for
supplying us with much needed items
for our home. Mrs. Eppler's class as
well as other classes and schools,
have been so supportive of us and
we are very thankful. In addition to
Mrs. Eppler's students, we would like
to thank in particular the students of
St. Mary's High School in Bismarck
and the students of Sacred Heart in
East Grand Forks who have blessed
us abundantly throughout the years.

~ THANK YOU ~ THANK YOU ~ THANK YOU ~ THANK YOU ~ THANK YOU~THANK YOU~
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